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Let k be an algebraic number field and K be its normal extension of finite

degree. Then the genus field K* of K over k is defined as the maximal unramified

extension of K which is obtained from K by composing an abelian extension

over k2). We call the degree (K* : K) the genus number of K over k.

In the case where k is the rational number field, the genus number is

studied by Hasse Γ2J for quadratic extensions, by Iyanaga and Tamagawa C3]

and by Leopόldt ίβl for abelian extensions, and by Frohlich Q], Cl'U for normal

extensions.

At the present time, there is no difficulty to treat the genus number in

general, for which, however, no convenient literature is available. So, in this

rather expository paper, we shall give a general formula for the genus number,

which would have some meaning especially in the investigation of the class

number relation35.

1. For any finite or infinite prime p of k we denote by kp the ^-completion

of k I Up the unit group of kp fk the idele group of k, into which we embed

k* and kp in usual way4) and UM = Π Up the unit idele group of k.

A subgroup H of Jk is called admissible if H is a closed subgroup of finite

index in Jk and contains k*. Then an admissible subgroup of /* and an abelian

extension over k of finite degree correspond to each other by the class fidd

theory.

For an Galois extension K/k we denote by Nκιk the norm from K to k and

Received June 17, 1966.
J) The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor T. Kubota and H.

Yokoi for their valuable advice.
2> For normal extensions K/k this definition is according to Frohlich [1].
*) Cf. Frδhlich [1], Iwasawa [4], Kuroda [5] and Yokoyama [7].
4> We mean by k* the multiplicative group of all non-zero elements of k.
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we will often omit the suffix when its meaning is obvious.

LEMMA 1. Let K be an extension over k of finite degree, H be an admissible

subgroup of fκ and K be the class field over K corresponding to H Let further

Ko be the maximal abelian subfield of K over k. Then kx(NK/kH) is the admissible

subgroup of Jk corresponding to j£0-

Proof. Denote by Ho resp. Ho be the admissible subgroup of Jκ resp. Jk

corresponding to KKo resp. Ko- Then the translation theorem of the class

field theory implies that Ho is generated by K* and by all α of Jκ such that

Nκ,katΞH0. Hence Hoz>k* -MK*H0) = A?X -NH0^>k* -NH, because KKo^k

implies Ho^>H. On the other hand (ί/p NU%) is finite and moreover equal

to 1 for almost all p. This implies that NHΠ Uk is an open subgroup of Jk

and hence k* NH is an admissible subgroup of /*. Let Kι be the class field

over k corresponding to k* NHt and let Hi be the admissible subgroup of Jκ

corresponding to KK\. Then the translation theorem of the class field theory

implies that & is generated by ifx and by all n s / κ such that Na<=k* NH.

Hence Hι^>H, which implies KKi<zK. Moreover we have Kι<zKo, because K\

is abelian over k. Thus we have k^ NH^Ho and the lemma is proved.

2. Let K be as before a normal extension over k of finite degree and ϋΓ*

be the genus field of K over k, which is defined as the maximal unramified

extension of K obtained by composing an abelian extension over k. Now denote

by Kf the maximal abelian subfied of K* over k. Then K* is the composite

of K and Kf. Let Aκ be the Hubert class field of K, that is, the maximal

unramified abelian extension over K. Then obviousely K0* is the maximal

abelian subfield of Aκ over k. Since KXUK is the admissible subgroup of Jκ

corresponding to Aκ, lemma 1 implies the following

PROPOSITION 1. Notations being as above, let further H* be the admissible

subgroup of Jk corresponding to ϋΓ0*. Then we have

p

where the product is taken over all finite or infinite primes p, and for each p, φ

is any one of primes of K dividing p.

3. If especially K is abelian over k, then its genus field K* is also abelian,

and we have Kt = ϋΓ*. Moreover H* is expressed by means of the admissible-
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subgroup H of fk corresponding to K as in the following proposition, although

this is not necessary for the theorem of this paper.

PROPOSITION 2. Let K be an abelian extension of k and H be the corresponding

admissible subgroup of fk. Let further H* be the admissible subgroup of fk cor-

responding to the genus field of K over k. Then we have

Up),
p

where the product is taken over all finite and infinite primes of k.

Proof Let Up^ Up, where Up is embeded in //?, then since the global norm

residue symbol is the product of local ones, we have (up, K/k) = (uPt Ky/kp).

Hence HΠ Up consists of all up& Up such that («p, K^/kp) = 1, and this implies

= NKy, Π Up = NU#. Since NUK = Π NU$, the proposition follows easily
v

from proposition 1.

4. Remark, In the case where k is the rational number field Q and K is

abelian over Q, Leopoldt ίβl showed that the congruent ideal character group

corresponding to the genus field K*/Q is generated by "Auflδsung" of the

congruent ideal character group corresponding to K/Q. In this case we have

JQ = Q*U. Hence the idele character group corresponding to K*/Q is determined

as the character group of U/ΊJ(Hf) Up) mod ζ)\ and this is generated by

characters of U/{HC\ Up) Π Ua mod Qx, where p runs over ail primes of A.

We can show easily that the congruent ideal character group corresponding

to this idele character group is exactly the above "Auflδsung".

5. Let again K be a normal extension of k of finite degree, and K* be its

genus field. In order to estimate the genus number (K* K) we first prove

the following

LEMMA 2. Let K be a normal extension of k of finite degree, p be a finite or

infinite prime of k> and φ be a prime of K dividing p. Then the index (Up NUφ

is equal to the ramification index of the maximal abelian subfield of K$ over kp.

Proof. Let Kl$ be the maximal abelian subfield of K<$ over kp. Then we

have NKy=-NKί$ by the local class field theory. Hence (Up':NU%) =

(Up : Up Π NKs$) = (Up ' Upf) NK'%) = (Up NK'y : NK'%). On the other hand

ίg is the subgroup of kp corresponding to the inertia field of Ky over
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kp and NKί$ is that of to Kl$ over kp by means of the local class field theory.

Hence the last index is equal to the ramification index of Kl$ over kp, which

is to be proved.

Notations being as above let further Kt be the maximal abelian subfield

of ίΓ* over k and H* be the admissible subgroup of /* corresponding to K*.

Denote by e any unit of k, and by -η a unit of k which is everywhere locally

norm, that is, for each prime $ of K there exists an element α^ of K<$ such

that -η = NoLψ Then we have

THEOREM. The genus number of a normal extension K over k is equal to

(/&: k){ε: v)

where hk is the class number of k, e'p is the ramification index of the maximal

abelian subfield K% over kp, Ko is the maximal abelian subfield of K over k, andp

runs over all finite and infinite primes of k.

Proof. Since KKt = K* and KC\ K* = K*, the genus number (K* : K) is

equal to (if0*
 : Ko). We have

/ jr* " τr \ - (K? : k) - Π*LLM1± - (Ά*kκϋ)ikxU:H*) _ hk(k*U:H*)
(K. Ao) - (Ko:k) - (Koik) "" ;(&.: k) " ( & : * ) • • "

Since H* = k* TlNUψ by proposition 1, we have moreover

(U-: ΠNUy)

and by lemma 2

(17: y p ¥

Hence in order to prove the theorem it remains only to show (H* Π ί/ :

Π M ? ) = (e : 77). Obviousely # * Π C/= kx' Π:NU% Π ί/3 (&x Π U) Π'NU*. Con-
P P P .

versely let αw e k* II NU% n i / ^ e ^ w e Π iVC/ŝ , then we have α: e ^ " ^ c £/,

and α e ^ Π ί / . Hence 7/* Π C/= (Jfex Π J7) Π NUy and we see (iJ* Π ί/:

= ( ( & * Π U) - Ώ N U # : T I N U y ) = (k* Π ί/: (y^ x Π U) Π

yfex Π Π M 7 φ ) = (e : -η). Thus the theorem is proved.

P
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